Homework Assignment #1  EE451/ME453 - Section 1  Dr. C. Tolle
Due: Monday Feb. 2nd at the beginning of class.

Nise Edition #4:
Chapter 1 Book Problems:
1-3,1-4,1-13

Chapter 2 Book Problems:
2-8,2-11(hint: change the forcing function into r(t) from 1),2-23,2-51(show your math -- and show your check using matlab),2-52

Nise Edition #5:
Chapter 1 Book Problems:
1-3,1-4,1-16

Chapter 2 Book Problems:
2-8,2-11(hint: change the forcing function into r(t) from 1),2-23,2-51(show your math -- and show your check using matlab),2-52